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Christina:Many of you know me as the national staff member who emails you about State Presidents webinars or DEI related activities or the Shur Fellows or the League you are trying to recognize or disband or your state and local grant funds or Convention or Council. I’ve been with LWV for just over a year and half and was hired to be the Special Projects Manager. Honestly when I saw the job title it didn’t mean as much to me as what organization it was attached to. The League of Women Voters have been my superheros since I was a little girl and I would have taken any job to work for them. Thankfully I was very well qualified to take a job with a somewhat ambiguous job title and a description that seemed to spread across a few different areas of reasonability. While my immediate post college background was in theater management and I spent my 20s working in a variety of theaters, music venues, and performing arts centers I moved into nonprofit and association management when I moved to the DC area 12 years ago. Through a friend I got a job at an association management company and spent the next 8 years working in that field. I’ve had a few people ask me if they think association management companies or AMCs are a good staffing model for Leagues looking for professional support and I think they are so would like to take some time to talk about them today. 



What Is An AMC?
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I worked for 2 AMCs and was with one long enough that I spent my last few years there in charge of a team and that meant being in charge of hiring that team. One of the first questions we would ask in an interview is “What do you know about AMCs?” and would typically only make the interviewee sitting there looking panic stricken for a moment or two before we assured them that most people don’t know what an AMC is unless they work for or with one. I didn’t know what one was and the friend who set up my job interview had worked for one for a year before I started there. A few savvy people did their homework before the interview or came to us from an another organization and were able to give some approximation of this  which is taken from the AMC Institute:Association management companies, or AMCs, are for-profit businesses that manage associations to help them grow and prosper. They offer the expertise, staffing and resources that allow professional societies, trade groups, not-for-profits and philanthropic organizations to effectively manage day-to-day operations and advance their long-term goals. AMCs deliver high levels of expertise and accountability so that associations can continue to increase their value and relevance to members.Put somewhat more simply an AMC will be your admin support, your strategic support, your partner in growth and your expert in a variety of services and operations. 



Full Service
vs. 

Outsourced or 
Packaged

AMC Models
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Full Service: Delivery of turnkey management for all operating disciplines (ranging from membership, marketing and policy development to legal and risk management) and daily operations (including staffing, office space, equipment, contracts, technologies and member services).��Outsourced Services: Delivery of extra support in one or more areas of operations, including: membership services; strategic planning; meetings, conventions, expositions and trade shows; financial management and administration; legal counsel; education and certification; public relations and marketing; web communications and social media; public policy and lobbying; publications; research; and international services.Both have their benefits and depending on your needs and what support you already have the outsourced model may work best if all you need is more or elevated support for your events or to manage your membership. The biggest advantage of full service is that the more your AMC staff knows about your leadership and membership the better able they are to help. 



Who Is Your AMC staff?
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ED - CAEAccount ExecMaybe moreCommsEventsAMCs come in all shapes and sizes, some are very small companies of 1-5 people, some are much larger. Many are in the mid-size range and will determine with you what staffing needs are needed for what you have hired them to do. 



What Are the Benefits?
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Operational and Staffing Benefits:Customized staff and servicesBroad spectrum of expertiseDay-to-day and ongoing staff managementImproved staffing and resource allocationProven best management practices and best-of-class resources and technologiesBenefits of an office without the hassle of paying rent or upkeep. Long-Term Benefits:Greater member satisfaction resulting from the professionalism and responsiveness of staffFreedom from daily operations that allows Boards to maintain their focus on mission and strategyIntegration of innovative strategies and ideasScalability to accommodate organization growth or contraction over timeWorrying about the nitty gritty and the admin while you concentrate on the mission work and the work that more directly connects to the what drew you to the League. Truly having an experienced partner that is excited and committed to using their expertise to help you be the best at what you are doing. 



AMCs and State and Local Leagues
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You might be wondering if AMCs can and have experience with working with state and local Leagues or any entity that is part of a larger organization. The answer is yes. I personally worked with 4 local chapters of national organizations and there were others that my coworkers worked with. I can’t speak for every AMC but there are those out there that can support you in your individual needs as well as navigate any projects or tasks associated with higher levels of your organization. Your account executive would be happy to take on the role of roster manager. 



Who Should Hire An AMC
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You feel so overburdened with admin or logistics that you can’t carry out the advocacy or mission work you want to.You are interested in elevating your leadership or undertaking a more strategic approach to your operationsYou can to grow: in membership, in outreach, etc and don’t know howYou do a large number of events and want more professional coordination of themYou have the money to



•AMC Institute
•https://www.amcinstitute.org/

•ASAE
•https://www.asaecenter.org/

Resources
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AMC accreditation, RFPASAE: American Society of Association Executives 

https://www.amcinstitute.org/
https://www.asaecenter.org/
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Are there any questions?
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Thank you so much. It’s been a pleasure to talk about this very special and beneficial model.
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